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Masked, I advance: Wizz Air has innovated its services
throughout the pandemic to remain Europe’s leading
airline by share of revenue from ancillaries.

Selling smarter
in difficult times
Henry Canaday delves into the
creative measures that helped
lift airline revenues despite the
collapse of passenger air travel.

Mother Nature and national

governments had more to say about passenger
traffic than anything airlines could do in the
past year. But virus-limited travel still presents
the opportunity for both travellers and airlines
to make the best of a bad situation. After all, if
you are getting on that airplane during a
pandemic, why not enjoy yourself while you
are at it? The smartest airlines picked up some
not insignificant change by helping
adventurous travellers do just that, with
ancillary products and services.
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The latest report from IdeaWorks and
CarTrawler estimated that carriers grossed
US$58.2 billion in ancillary revenue in 2020,
one of the few bright spots in a terrible year.
Per-passenger ancillary revenue actually rose
more than 13% from the previous year.
IdeaWorks CEO Jay Sorensen ticks off some
of the most popular ancillary products:
co-branded credit cards (from which airlines
get paid for miles), seat assignments, large
bag fees, checked bags, change fees and preordered meals.
One reason ancillaries rose in a disastrous
revenue year was that airlines were
discounting at least some fares so steeply
that passengers could afford to splurge on
extras, Sorensen argues. Business travellers
almost disappeared for a while, and cabins
were full of first-time and inexperienced

travellers. “Low fares drew out a new
category of passengers.”
Seat assignments were popular because
they gave passengers a degree of control and
the ability to sit up front and disembark fast,
not have to wait in the rear and then stand
shoulder-to-shoulder with possibly infected
fellow travellers. Bag extras may have been
desired because travel during the pandemic
tended to be for more extended stays and
thus required more clothing. The increase in
onboard food orders were probably caused by
passengers’ fearing that concourse
restaurants might not be open or simply by a
reluctance to eat in airport restaurants.
Trip insurance has never been popular in
the US, and Sorensen says the insurance
industry was very slow to create a product
tailored to the pandemic.

ANCILLARY REVENUES

Frontier Airlines tried selling empty
adjacent seats but withdrew the offer when it
was eviscerated in the media for exploiting
pandemic fears. The Lufthansa Group gained
by selling food in economy sections toward
the end of 2020 (see Lufthansa raises F&B
satisfaction and ancillaries potential on page
14). And the German airline group also
managed to sell adjacent empty seats for €35
without a media furore.
Sorensen did not observe any significant
shift between selling ancillaries a la carte or
as part of bundles, or fare families, during the
pandemic. He continues to believe that
bundling, if done right, would boost ancillary
revenue. The trick is to offer three bundle
levels, priced reasonably close to one another.
Then, Sorensen says, most consumers will
choose the middle bundle.
LEADING THE CHARGE
Some of the airlines that have been leading
the ancillary charge are Air Canada, Alaska
Airlines, Cebu Pacific, Finnair, Indigo,
Jazeera, Ryanair, and United Airlines. Other
hard-chargers were two famous low-cost
carriers (LLC), Wizz Air in Europe and
Southwest in the US.
Wizz Air expanded its flights aggressively
in the summer of 2020 but had to pull back as
the virus and restrictions persisted in autumn
and winter. Nevertheless, the plucky ULCC
increased per-passenger ancillary revenue
from $38.59 in 2019 to $42.66 in 2020, a
healthy 10.6%. Head of Digital Revenue
Alexandra Avadanei says the airline’s
customers enjoy bundles. “Wizz Go and Wizz
Flex & Plus offer a conveniently discounted
selection of the most appreciated products.”
During the pandemic’s uncertain
conditions, Wizz Flex has given a muchappreciated option for booking with
confidence and peace of mind. “The
flexibility offered by Wizz Flex is the highest
in the industry,” Avadanei argues. “Up to
three hours before departure, the customer
has the option to cancel and receive a credit
refund or change the flight.”
Wizz Discount Club is another product that
fits the needs of many travellers perfectly.
The Club offers discounts on flight tickets
and bags for each member.
Wizz continues to innovate for affordable
value. It recently introduced the industry’s
first ground mobility app. Integrated into the

Early Bird: Southwest boosted per-passenger ancillaries from US$34.56 in 2019 to $47.59 in
2020, a very impressive 37.7% uplift for an airline that aims for a no-surprises experience
with all-in-fares.

Wizz application, the new Wizz Ride product
offers the possibility to pre-book or book on
the spot ground transportation through an
extensive choice of taxi and private car
offerings. Avadanei says Wizz Ride can be
used not only for travelling to and from the
airport but also for ground mobility needs
during the passenger’s stay at the destination.
The airline has several more innovative
products planned for 2021. “Wizz ancillary

products are inspired by customer needs,
optimised constantly based on guest
preferences and affordable for the financial
expectations of the customer,” Avadanei
stresses. The Budapest-based carrier also
emphasises swift adaptation to changing
customer needs during the pandemic. She
says all this has enabled Wizz to remain
Europe’s leading airline in the share of
revenue obtained by ancillaries.

Protect and serve: Antimicrobial onboard
advertising placards from ADHETEC
ADHETEC is helping airlines prepare for the
safe and fast resumption of flight operations
with the development of a comprehensive
range of antimicrobial films for the cabin.
ADHETEC recently collaborated with
NEOS on the manufacture of antibacterial
and antiviral protective films for tray tables,
IFE screens, high-touch areas and, more
recently, antimicrobial safety cards and
stickers, all of which pose no risk to skin or food. Now, ADHETEC has developed an
antimicrobial onboard advertising marking technology: the 13423-AM.
Customisable to any shape or design, the 13423-AM allows airlines to take advantage of
onboard surfaces to generate ancillary revenues while protecting the safety of their
passengers. It can be installed on tray tables, overhead bins, window shades or even partitions
for advertising campaigns.
13423-AM is pre-certified and compliant with FST/FAR 25.853 standards; no burn tests are
required for a design under 2 square foot. For placards larger than 2 square foot, a case per
case study is to be carried out and may involve specific fire tests.
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Lufthansa raises
F&B satisfaction and
ancillaries potential

With a tripartite airline strategy designed to
boost passenger satisfaction by providing an
improved in-flight food and beverage service
based on sustainable processes and local
produce, the Lufthansa Group has lifted its
ancillary revenue earnings potential.
Earlier this year, Lufthansa, SWISS and
Austrian Airlines started offering their
customers a new range of services in
Economy Class. Passengers on short and
medium-haul routes can purchase a broad
selection of high-quality foods and
beverages onboard to suit their needs.
Top-quality standards have been
implemented in the new range from
selection to preparation and presentation.
The airlines are also investing more heavily
in sustainability by selecting
environmentally friendly products and
packaging and reducing food waste through
more customised production.
Speaking at the launch of the new service,
Christina Foerster, a member of Lufthansa
Group’s Executive Board responsible for
Customer, IT & Corporate Responsibility,
said: “Our current snack offer in Economy
Class does not always meet the expectations
of our guests. The new offer was developed
on the basis of feedback from our customers.
With the high-quality offer available for
purchase, our passengers will be able to
decide what they want to eat and drink on
their journey.”
The range of food and beverages is
available from the individual airlines in
various forms, some of which will have
regional references. The focus will be on
fresh products and a selection of snacks.
The standard, complimentary snack is no
longer available.
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Source: CarTrawler Worldwide Estimate of Ancillary Revenue by IdeaWorksCompany.
Fare data: IATA Economic Performance Report, June 2020

Source: CarTrawler Worldwide Estimate of Ancillary Revenue by IdeaWorksCompany.

‘EARLY BIRD’ SOUTHWEST TUCKS IN
Southwest Airlines has been fortunate in
relying chiefly on leisure travellers in the US’s
unrestricted domestic market. Southwest,
which boosted flights in the summer of 2020,
has maintained more than 2,000 daily flights
since then – about half its pre-COVID
schedule – and in mid-March 2021 sent
flights further upward.
The carrier also boosted per-passenger
ancillaries from $34.56 in 2019 to $47.59 in
2020, a very impressive 37.7%.
And all this progress occurred despite the
fact that Southwest has continued to offer

“… low-cost travel that aims for a
no-surprises experience with all-in value and
fares, with no punitive fees for things that
should come with the cost of a plane ticket,”
according to a spokesperson. The LCC
inventor thus continues to offer two bags
checked free to every passenger, although
weight and size limitations apply, and it has
never charged a change fee.
But in recent years, Southwest has
enhanced its offering with ancillaries that
are consistent with its simple model and
reputation. These include in-cabin pet
transportation, transportation of
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unaccompanied minors, ‘Early Bird’
automatic check-in and upgraded boarding
positions at airports close to departure.
Early Bird Check-In lets passengers
automatically check-in and get an assigned
boarding position before general boarding,
thus enabling clever fowl to have a better
choice of seats. This ancillary is variably
priced, based on the length of the flight and
the historical popularity of Early Bird
Check-In on each route. When available and
chosen, Early Bird Check-in allows any
passenger to join Southwest’s frequent-flyer
members in being among the first
15 passengers to board the plane.
The in-cabin pet ancillary lets a passenger
take a small cat or dog along with him or her
on any domestic flight.
Another ancillary fee covers the extra cost
of safely carrying an unaccompanied minor.
Southwest travellers get free access to
movies, messaging, television, music,
games, weather updates, destination guides
and flight tracking. But they can also pay
extra for a satellite internet service on Wi-Fienabled aircraft.
MAJORS GET IN ON ACT
Although LCCs pioneered ancillaries, major
airlines have been quick to adopt and exploit
them, aided perhaps because major carriers
cater to more business travellers and other
affluent premium-class passengers.
For example, United Airlines, with a
substantial dependence on international
travel, was hit hard by virus restrictions.
Operating revenue was barely over
$15 billion in 2020, down nearly two-thirds
from 2019. But ancillary revenue was
$918 million in 2020, down a lesser 62%
from $2.4 billion the previous year.
That modest cushion was provided by a
59% increase in ancillaries per United
passenger, from $41.19 in 2019 to $65.51 in
2020. The carrier reaped these higher
revenues from ticket-change fees, baggage
fees, in-flight amenities, and other sources.
And, given the continuing need to bring in
cash during what will be a difficult recovery,
United managers intend to develop further
capabilities to sell certain ancillary products
through its GDS channel.
Air Canada is a major airline that boosted a
modest $11.11 in per-passenger ancillary

For a fee and only
on domestic flights,
Southwest allows
small vaccinated
cats and dogs to
travel in-cabin in
an appropriate pet
carrier, such as
this branded one
from the airline.

sales in 2019 to a more respectable $14.83 in
2020. The Canadian carrier uses branded
fares, enabling it to segment its customer
base, offer a variety of fare options and
customise the onboard experience.
Branded fares provide customers with a
wide range of ancillaries options and
stimulate sales based on specific attributes.
The airline also seeks to optimise ancillary
revenue from an à la carte menu, including
bag fees, change fees, seat selection,
preferred seating, and upgrades. In addition,
the airline also reaps revenue from the sale of
the ground portion of vacation packages, the
redemption of frequent-flyer points from
non-air goods and services and purchases
made onboard.
Passengers can access Air Canada
ancillaries from its website or through the
Amadeus GDS. One reason for the ancillary
gain is that in 2020 the airline completed
significant technology investments, including
an artificial intelligence, or AI, capability.
MORE CHOICE, SMARTER OPTIONS
Finnair pre-passenger ancillaries jumped 82%
from 2019 to 2020, reaching $22.95 last year.
The carrier’s top ancillary products and
services in 2020 were advance seat
reservations, excess baggage, items related to
its Finnair Plus programme, travel-class
upgrades, and service charges. “COVID-19 had
an effect on ancillary sales, and many ancillary
categories had to be put on hold, such as travel
retail and food and beverage,” says
Communications Manager Mari Kanerva.
Kanerva says a key part of Finnair’s future
strategy is to provide more choice for
customers, and ancillaries are an essential
part of this strategy. The airline will thus not
only extend its existing ancillary portfolio but
develop total offerings across different
touchpoints. “We are also looking into

re-launching products that have been on hold
due to COVID-19.”
Finnair has been investing lately in its
digital sales channels, a new Finnair.com and
a mobile app that have proven to be very
efficient channels for selling ancillaries.
So what counts is not just what ancillaries
an airline offers, but how it bundles,
unbundles, prices, or offers them. And the
more experience is gained with ancillaries;
the smarter these choices are made.
PROS Principal Surain Adyanthaya says
ancillaries have become a regular and
increasingly important part of revenue
management strategy. “They are growing,
and I don’t see them slowing down.” He says
most carriers are now looking at total
revenue and dynamic offers, many through
IATA’s new distribution channel (NDC).
And PROS itself is investing in helping
airlines create and manage bundles of
ancillaries for each passenger segment.
“Fare families are getting more intelligent,”
Adyanthaya says. “AI is good at
segmentation and determining which
initiatives are doing well.”
LCCs and ULCCs that sell directly do not
need NDC to personalise offers. But NDC
exploitation is becoming routine among Tier
1 carriers and bringing several benefits. It
reduces selling costs by avoiding traditional
GDSs, it enables offers of fare and ancillary
packages tailored to customers, and it is
making airline passenger service systems
more efficient.
“The big benefit of NDC is you know who it
is,” stresses IdeaWorks’ Sorensen. “Airlines
used to be the kings of demand pricing. NDC
will allow them to price based on ability to
pay. But airlines are not quite there yet.” 
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